Malware frequently leaves periodic signals in network logs, but these signals are easily drowned out by non-malicious periodic network activity, such as software updates and other polling activity. This paper describes a novel algorithm based on Discrete Fourier Transforms capable of detecting multiple distinct period lengths in a given time series. We pair the output of this algorithm with aggregation summary tables that give users information scent about which detections are worth investigating based on the metadata of the log events rather than the periodic signal. A visualization of selected detections enables users to see all detected period lengths per entity, and compare detections between entities to check for coordinated activity. We evaluate our approach on real-world netflow and DNS data from a large organization, demonstrating how to successfully find malicious periodic activity in a large pool of noise and nonmalicious periodic activity.
INTRODUCTION
Malware infections often produce periodic network activity [1] , such as exfiltrating data or communicating with a command and control (C2) server. However, many networks include a substantial amount of non-malicious periodic network activity [6] such as software update services. This can make it challenging to pinpoint the malicious periodic activity amongst non-malicious periodic activity. To address this problem, past research focused on giving users access to deep packet capture data to provide details on demand for each detected periodic signal [2] . However, on networks from large organizations, there will be too many periodic signals to investigate each signal individually. Further, packet capture data might not always be retained due to resource constraints. Users will need tools (possibly operating only on packet metadata) to provide information scent about which signals should be investigated further. This paper presents 1) a novel algorithm for detecting periodic network activity along a wide spectrum of time horizons, and 2) a design study on the supporting visualization tool to explore the periodic activity detected by the algorithm. The visualization tool contains two novel components: A summary of periodic detections grouped by meaningful cybersecurity relevant attributes (e.g. domains, ports, and IPs), and a visualization design for seeing the multiple period lengths in each entity and comparing activity across entities to identify coordinated activity. We discuss lessons learned from our process of designing and refining the visualization system. In Section 7 we present an example usage scenario run on 870 GB of Bro network data from a large organization. This data spans about 6 weeks of time, contains about 690 million records and represents 1,839,011 distinct entities in the Bro DNS data. In the * e-mail: robert.gove@twosixlabs.com † e-mail: lauren@punchcyber.com netflow example referenced in the discussion section, the Bro Conn log data contains 9,951,969 distinct entities. The usage scenario demonstrates how to use our system to discover malicious activity within a large network. Example findings include a compromised endpoint periodically communicating with a malicious command and control (C2) server.
RELATED WORK
Automatically Detecting Periodic Network Activity. The detection algorithm we propose draws from spectral analysis applications in various fields including analysis of online search queries, stock market indexes, and electrocardiogram data [17, 18] and easily generalizes to any discrete time series.
Nearly all studies conducting spectral analysis of network logs for the purpose of intrusion detection use datasets where known "attack" time series are artificially overlaid on top of (either real or synthetic) benign network traffic [2, 5, 9, 12] , allowing for algorithmic design to be tailored to the characteristics of the known malicious signal. By contrast, we apply our algorithm to network logs obtained from a large partner organization, where presence of attacks, as well as instances of benign periodic activity, are unknown and unlabeled, and which exhibit larger volumes of automated traffic than can be parsed through manually to separate malicious from benign.
Heard et al. [12] compute the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) of time series of binary indicators for netflow connections between two IPs with the primary goal of filtering out benign polling activity. AsSadhan et al. [5] use a similar DFT-based approach to flag significant frequencies in the series of packet counts observed over time. Both algorithms only consider the highest magnitude Fourier coefficient, allowing only one frequency to be automatically detected. In contrast, our approach allows for a given signal to exhibit multiple period lengths simultaneously, and our visualization presents this information compactly. The approaches in these two papers are also constrained by the choice of time bin aggregation as to the period lengths that can be detected.
Chen et al. [9] propose an adaptive method to iteratively test for progressively longer periods. This iterative procedure stops when a significant period is detected, and therefore, unlike the method we propose, cannot identify multiple periods present in the same signal. Their intended detection target is slow paced periodic activity that is persistent over time, whereas our algorithm is designed to be able to detect this in addition to short bursts of periodic activity.
Bartlett et al. [6] develop a multi-level resolution methodology to successfully detect periods of widely varying time scales and changes in periodic behavior. This goal is similar to ours, however they accomplish this using discrete wavelet decomposition as opposed to the Fourier transforms used here.
Our work is most similar to Huynh et al. [2] . They use Fourier analysis to identify periodic activity in netflow, and interactive visualization to explore alerts and temporal patterns. In contrast, our work proposes a more robust algorithm to detect periodic network events along a wide spectrum of temporal scales. Whereas Huynh et al. use the share of signal energy contained in the top ten percent of Fourier coefficients, we consider the magnitude of each coefficient individually, allowing us to detect multiple periods present in a given signal, which can be relevant for certain malicious beaconing activity, as will be presented in Section 7. To eliminate the false positives that could arise from considering each frequency coefficient individ-ually, we also automatically verify candidate periodicities identified in the periodogram with a computed autocorrelation function.
While Huynh et al. focus on periodicity detection in network flows, we show how to generalize our algorithm to other types of network events, such as DNS queries and HTTP requests, and provide evidence that our automated workflow can help point the analyst to the most interesting and unusual instances of periodic activity for a variety of use cases. To reduce the number of alerts of periodic activity presented to analysts, Huynh et al. cluster the alerts based on the alert's periodic signal: its fundamental period, its periodicity measure, and its energy. Although we incorporate analogous information in our tool, we use additional contextual cyber-relevant data as the primary source for grouping periodic activity (as described in detail later in this paper), allowing the analyst to automatically be guided to the most interesting, and potentially malicious, periodic activity present in a noisy dataset with billions of netflow observations.
Temporal Event Sequence Visualization. Research on temporal visualization is broad. Some work focuses on event sequences within a single entity (aka record) [14, 15, 19] or aggregate patterns across entities [21] , but they do not focus on recurring temporal patterns or the time differences between events. Calendar viewer [16] and spiral layouts [20] show cyclic patterns, but these are not designed to show multiple period lengths across multiple entities, and they require manual specification the period length. VizTree [13] shows frequencies of patterns from discrete event sequences or discretized time series, but it does not detect periodic event sequences.
Several cybersecurity tools focus on monitoring network traffic for anomaly detection and active network defense [3, 4, 8] , but they are not designed to detect or analyze periodic events.
In contrast to the above, our work automatically detects and visualizes periodically occurring events that may be persistent or bursty and that occur along a wide range of period lengths ranging from seconds to days (possibly within the same entity), and can operate on large datasets representing millions of entities. The aggregations of periodic activity presented in the visualization guide the analyst towards the most interesting and potentially malicious cases of automated activity.
PROBLEM BACKGROUND
Detecting periodic behavior in cyber-relevant logs for the purpose of identifying malicious activity requires addressing two distinct problems: 1) designing a scalable, general algorithm able to detect a variety of periodic patterns in discrete time series data, and 2) distinguishing potentially malicious periodic activity from benign.
The use of Fast Fourier Transforms (FFTs) to flag periodic behavior within discrete time series signals provides a scalable method to automatically detect regular temporal patterns more complex than those identifiable using simpler count and entropy measures of interarrival times. However, DFT-based algorithms can be subject to both false negatives and false positives, due to several well studied issues arising in digital signals processing. These include spectral leakage (when energy contained in one frequency bin spills over to adjacent bins, largely due to time series length not being a perfect multiple of period length), time bin resolution (periods corresponding to frequencies that lie between discrete frequency bins), and aliasing (when periodic activity occurs at frequencies higher than half the sampling rate, the "Nyquist frequency").
Independent of the technical issues arising in detecting periodic signals, the application of such detection techniques to cyber security problems requires the ability to distinguish malicious periodic activity from non-malicious. Users need contextual information beyond temporal features of network activity to understand whether it is potentially malicious.
To address both problems, we present a robust, scalable algorithm that uses DFTs to identify periodic activity, a set of automated post processing aggregations that incorporate relevant contextual information, and a visualization tool for surfacing potentially malicious activity and inspecting it in detail. The intended use case for this proposed workflow is to provide an automated tool to identify typical network activity, possibly for the purposes of whitelisting it, and to identify unusual or unexpected patterns of activity, including malware connecting to C2 servers, exfiltrating data, etc.
DETECTING PERIODIC NETWORK EVENTS
The periodicity detection algorithm we propose is designed to minimize false negatives and false positives, to be able to detect complex patterns of regular activity at a variety of time scales potentially ranging from seconds to years, and to operate at scale on cyber-relevant logs that may contain billions of records across millions of entities. This algorithm is designed to be applicable to general discrete time series, with the ability to distinguish important periodic patterns in both impulse or rectangular signals as well as smoother functions closer to sinusoids. As such, it can be used to automatically detect spiky periodic signals that may arise from beaconing or periodic data transfers as well as to characterize the periods present in aggregate flows over time (such as bytes over time across a network) that may be cyclical. The specific examples presented in Section 7 apply the algorithm to entities that are defined based on specific use case scenarios, however the entire pipeline, including post-processing to locate unusual periodic activity within the visualization tool aggregations, can be applied to a wider variety of use cases and entities.
Two Step Periodicity Detection
To avoid false positives resulting from spikes in Fourier coefficient magnitude that can arise from issues including spectral leakage, aliasing, and noise, periodicity detection is performed on discrete time series in two steps: 1) Fourier coefficients are computed and magnitudes compared to a threshold to identify "candidate" periodicities, and 2) the autocorrelation function of the time series is computed and used to verify or reject these "candidate" periodicities. This two-stage method is largely adapted from the "AUTOPERIOD" strategy developed by Vlachos et. al. [18] . In particular, for a discrete time series signal x[n] observed over N discrete time bins of length b seconds, we consider the coefficients of the DFT
and designate frequency k as indicative of a "candidate" periodicity at Nb/k seconds whenever
where this threshold is parameterized by p, the probability of labeling a frequency as "significant" in the case where the true signal was drawn entirely from Gaussian noise and therefore contains no meaningful periodicity. That is, parameter p represents the user's tolerance level for false positives in identifying "significant" periodicities in this stage. 1 From (1), we see that a frequency will be considered "significant" if its Fourier coefficient magnitude is large relative to the average coefficient magnitude. This relative frequency strength is represented by the ratio
so that combining (1) and (2), we will consider a frequency l to be significant whenever this ratio exceeds negative ln p, such that lower Figure 1 : Example of multiple time bin aggregation levels and windows for a time period covering 4096 seconds, starting at second 0. In this example, the number of discrete time bins in each discrete series for which an FFT is computed is N=64. One such FFT is computed (in parallel) for each red window of length 64 bins, where these windows cover longer periods of time each for progressively coarser bin aggregation. Candidate frequencies detected in the first stage are verified and refined using the autocorrelation function both within the window where it was detected, as well as all windows at finer aggregation levels contained therein. In the example shown here, a detection at aggregation level i = 1 is discovered within windows j = 4, 6, 7 at frequency index 36 equal to 36 64 * 4 = 0.141 hz corresponding to a period length of 1/0.141 ≈ 7.11 sec. The autocorrelation function value near 7.11 seconds is not high enough to verify the candidate periodicity within the longer time window of detection, but is found to be sufficiently high to flag this period length within smaller windows of time during intervals 1088-1216, 1728-1920, and 1984-2048. values of p require a higher frequency strength to be present in order for our algorithm to consider it a "candidate" periodicity.
In order to eliminate additional false positives that may arise due to spectral leakage or noise, and to improve detected period length resolution, "candidate" frequencies are verified by examining the autocorrelation function properties in the neighborhood of the corresponding period length. Specifically, we compute the autocorrelation function value for each lag τ,
using another FFT, taking advantage of the fact that this autocorrelation function is equal to the inverse Fourier transform, F −1 , of the periodogram for real valued signals. A "candidate" will pass the second stage and be returned as a detected period if both of the following conditions are met: 1) The normalized autocorrelation value, ACF(τ)/ ∑ N−1 n=0 x[n] 2 , exceeds some user specified cutoff between 0 and 1, and 2) A quadratic least squares approximation of the ACF curve on the interval of period lengths within a half frequency bin of the "candidate" frequency has negative second derivative (in the case where this interval extends across at least two time bins b). That is, we require that the autocorrelation function be consistent with the presence of a relative maximum within this interval.
To detect regular activity ranging from periods of a few seconds to potentially hours or days, the two-stage algorithm described above is implemented in parallel at multiple levels of time bin aggregation. Binning time at multiple levels allows us to identify a wide range of period lengths, and increases algorithm robustness to different levels of jitter. Automatic binning at multiple aggregation levels is guided by explicit expressions governing the range of detectable period lengths under various assumptions on signal characteristics as derived in [11] and is depicted in Figure 1 . The algorithm takes advantage of low frequency "candidate" periodicities detected within large time windows at higher aggregation levels to report period lengths at higher resolution obtained using second stage autocorrelation for smaller time windows contained therein. The pseudocode is shown in Algorithm 1, and it is outlined in detail in [10] .
Entity Definition
In the case of applying our periodicity detection algorithm to DNS logs for the purpose of identifying potentially malicious beaconing behavior, we define an entity to be the 2-tuple (Source IP, DNS query string), and the time series of interest to be a simple binary indicator of whether the given query string was observed from the given source IP in each time bin. The aggregation method used here is agg = max so that when aggregating at progressively larger time bins, we retain an indicator for whether the given IP submitted the query anywhere in the time bin. For this entity definition, our periodicity detection algorithm will flag instances where a given Source IP periodically queries the same DNS string at regular intervals. Alternative entity definitions that we have experimented with for this use case include aggregating Source IP up to the level of CIDR block or Autonomous System Number (ASN) company identifier and aggregating query strings to the level of domain or host. Doing so allows for detection of regular beaconing that originates from a pool of IPs within a CIDR block or company or which beacons to changing domains. An alternative entity definition that we have experimented with combines output of a Domain Generation Algorithm (DGA) detection algorithm to replace query string with a binary indicator for DGA domains in order to flag beaconing to dynamic domains, which are commonly associated with malware attempting to avoid detection by cycling through randomly generated domains.
In the case of applying our periodicity detection algorithm to netflow logs for the purpose of identifying unexpected automated behavior, we define an entity to be the 4-tuple (Source IP, Destination IP, Protocol, Destination Port), and the time series of interest to be the total number of bytes transferred during the flow initiated in the given time bin, with these values being aggregated over time bins by taking the sum (that is, agg = sum for this use case). Note that while flows are often analyzed at the level of the 5-tuple including Source Port (as in [2] , for example), we have found that aggregating over all source ports is useful in detecting meaningful automated activity, as source ports for automated activity often differ with each connection. Alternative entity definitions that we have experimented with for netflow analysis include replacing Source and Destination IPs with Company ASNs (to account for automated activity to/from a given range of IPs where the individual IP varies over time), replacing Destination port with min(Source Port, Destination Port) to better 
Iterate over i while length of window w i j is less than the length of the full time series x 5:
Bin time series x into bins of binSize i seconds using aggregation function agg 
Compute array of Fourier coefficients for w i j using a FFT 10:
Compare magnitude at each discrete frequency to threshold 11:
Store candidate frequency 12 :
Compute autocorrelation function 13: for all candidate frequencies
for all i ≥ i do Consider finer time aggregation windows w i j contained within window w i j 15: 
approximate service port, and aggregating together records where both source and destination ports lie in the ephemeral range in order to flag automated traces left by services set up by users on arbitrary high ports.
DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
The visualization tool's design has many requirements. These are motivated by our conversations with three cyber analysts who were involved with our development process in order to investigate seemingly malicious detections and provide informal feedback on the tool's development.
Finding relevant activity in large logs. The data from medium and large organizations are typically too much for analysts to examine all of the periodic signals-both the raw log data and the output from a periodicity detector. Users need some way to find network events that are worth investigating further.
Simplicity. Many cybersecurity analysts do not have a background in data science. From our conversation with cyber analysts, it is not uncommon for lower tier analysts to follow an analysis script to decide what should be elevated to higher tier analysts for in-depth analysis. The user interface should attempt to simplify the underlying mechanics of the periodicity detector, thereby allowing analysts to focus on whether or not the periodic activity is concerning enough to investigate further.
Support existing methods. A common technique in cybersecurity threat hunting is to perform a top-n/bottom-n analysis. This involves sorting a table of network log data to find the most and least common things in the logs, such as IP addresses, ports, domains, countries, etc. The cybersecurity analysts we talked to often perform this step as a means to provide situational awareness in an unfamiliar network. This provides a quick understanding of typical network activity (top n) and common types of one-off activity (bottom n).
Sometimes malicious activity appears in the bottom n analysis (e.g. a single infected host pinging a command and control server on an unusual port), but it is obscured because there is so much one-off network activity. Furthermore, usually low-tier analysts are the ones examining new alerts, and they often follow a script, or checklist, to make an initial determination of whether or not to escalate the alert for further investigation. Therefore, showing an overview of all alerts may not be helpful, but providing appropriate context about the periodic activity, such as ports and IPs, is necessary for determining whether or not to investigate an entity.
Support existing tool chains. From our conversations with network operation center analysts, they typically have established and preferred tools for investigating network activity; the main challenge is to help them find activity that should be investigated. Therefore, new tools should support analysts in conducting work that is difficult or impossible to perform using their existing tools, but users should be unconstrained to use their existing tools when needed.
SYSTEM DESIGN
Network Logs (e.g. Bro 2 ) are ingested and stored in the Hadoop File System. The periodicity detection analytic and post processing aggregations are written in Scala using Spark and operate on the ingested data. Results are stored in Hive and then ingested into Elasticsearch. The visualization system is designed as a clientserver web application built using Angular.js 3 and D3.js [7] . The application queries Elasticsearch to retrieve and aggregate data.
The user interface is divided into two main components: Aggregation summary tables to find periodic activity to investigate, and a periodic activity visualization to analyze periodic network events. A note on terminology: because autocorrelation function (ACF) is unlikely to be a familiar term to cyber analysts, we opted to use the term "regularity" in the user interface instead. "Regular" is probably easier to understand since it is in the Basic English word list 4 .
Aggregation Summary Tables
The periodicity algorithm outputs many detections (on the order of less than 1% of all entities in input data, for the example described in Section 7). For large volumes of input data, 1% will generally still yield too many detections to parse through manually, some of which may be malicious activity, while others are typical, non-malicious activity. 5 To support analysts in finding detections of interest, the visualization system creates several tables that aggregate the data into meaningful groups. The visualization creates different tables depending on the type of log data being used (DNS queries, HTTP requests, or netflow). These are called the aggregation summary tables. Each table groups the detections by a different combination of attributes that are relevant to the type of log data. The grouping in these aggregation summary tables is described in Table 1 . Figure 2 shows an example of an aggregation summary table.
Users can sort and filter these tables, thereby supporting the topn/bottom-n analysis often performed by cyber analysts. Users can sort the aggregation summary tables using multiple columns, for example first sorting by count of IPs and then sorting by regularity score. This gives users a sense of the typical activity on the network. When users see one or more rows that they wish to investigate, they can select the rows by clicking the checkboxes and then clicking the "View" button. This takes them to the periodic activity visualization.
Alternative Designs and Lessons Learned
An initial version of this page did not have the aggregation summary tables. Instead, it had range sliders to filter detections by time, window length, period length, frequency strength, and regularity. After users adjusted the filters, they could click "View" to see all matching detections in the periodic activity visualization. However, we did not find these initial filters to be useful from a cybersecurity perspective. This is because malicious activity usually was not tied to the attributes of the periodic signal. Instead, it is more often the event features themselves, such as ports and IPs, that are interesting to analysts. It is possible that a time filter could be useful in an incident response scenario-for example, if users already know that malicious activity occurred in a given time range and they wish to look for additional activity-but this did not fit our typical usage. Instead, we found that the aggregation summary tables provided a more useful information scent about suspicious activity while also enabling users to rapidly filter down to a narrow set of related data.
Periodic Activity Visualization
This view shows the entities for the rows selected in the aggregation summary tables on the previous page. The periodic activity view has two visualizations per entity. The top one is a visualization of detections of periodic activity, and the bottom one is a time series visualization of the entities. These are shown in Figures 3 and 4 .
The periodic activity is grouped by entity. Each colored bar is a detection of periodic activity. Darker colors indicate the periodic activity is more regular (i.e. it has a higher ACF score). The horizontal position indicates the window of time where the periodic activity was detected. The vertical position of the colored bar indicates the period length, and its height indicates the possible range of the period length (where this is determined by the bin size in the aggregation level at which detection occurred). Users can hover over a colored bar to see a tooltip with more details, such as frequency strength and precise time range. One advantage of this visualization is that it clearly communicates the different period lengths detected in the entity's time series. This visualization also allows users to see if entities exhibit coordinated periodic activity by presenting time series data for multiple entities on a common time scale.
The timeseries visualization shows when the entity's log events were recorded, enabling users to confirm that the periodic activity they see is supported by the data. When users are zoomed out and more than one event has the same x-axis pixel value, users can hover over the data point to see how many events are contained within it.
The view is paginated, showing 10 entities per page, sorting entities either by the maximum regularity per entity, or the maximum frequency strength per entity. Filters on the right allow users to filter out detections, and entities with no detections matching the filters are hidden from view.
Alternative Designs and Lessons Learned
The initial design used a row-based view for the y-axis. This design had one row for each distinct period length detected on an entity. Detections were shown using the same colored bars and x-axis as the current design. We chose this initial design because we were concerned that having two continuous axes related to time would be confusing to users. However, we found the row-based view confusing when there were two distinct, but similar, period lengths detected. In this case, after rounding the period lengths for display, the period lengths appeared the same and it was not obvious why the data was not merged into a single row. To avoid this confusing scenario, we used the continuous y-axis described above.
Because most period lengths are short, but a few are very long, using a linear scale on the y-axis created problems: when adjusted to make detections with small period lengths visible, this made the y-axis too long and detections with long period lengths took up too much space. Using a log scale compressed the height of detections with long period lengths too much, and they were too thin on the screen to be visible. Eventually we settled on using a square root scale as a compromise that compressed the scale of the y-axis but did not compress it as much as the log scale. This comes with an additional tradeoff of using an unconventional scale that may be misunderstood by users, but we feel this is an acceptable design tradeoff because comparing the height of bars is not a crucial task when analyzing this data.
EXAMPLE USAGE SCENARIO
To demonstrate the ability of our algorithm to detect periodic activity and our visualization to help identify potentially malicious activity, we describe an example usage scenario. This scenario uses Bro DNS log data from a large government organization (referred to as LGO for the rest of this section), comprising 45 days, 59,528,647 records, and over 1.8 million distinct entities. Using detection cutoffs of 0.6 for autocorrelation score and 1E-5 for p, the algorithm described in Section 4 ran on this batch dataset in 66 minutes and yielded detections of periodic activity for 13,711 entities. The screenshots shown here use anonymized IP addresses, domains, and company names.
We begin by examining the Domain Aggregation Summary table. We sort the table in descending order by number of source IP addresses (see Figure 2) . We see that DomainA is the most common domain for periodic DNS queries in this dataset. This is a primary domain owned by LGO, and therefore unlikely to be related to malicious activity, and a good candidate for whitelisting.
After sorting the Domain Aggregation Summary table by ascending source IP count and descending frequency strength, the top three rows are all from the same source IP and they have the same period length. The domains appear to contain suspicious names (e.g. helldark), and having the same period length indicates that these automated queries may be related. We select the first 10 rows, including these three rows, and click the "View" button to visualize them. The number 10 is chosen somewhat arbitrarily; we know we are interested in the first three, but we are also interested in looking at additional rows within the "bottom-n" to explore other unusual periodic query activity. The number of rows will depend on the user's time and established procedures for choosing alerts to analyze.
For these entities, we see three distinct types of coordinated activity, one of which is shown in Figure 3 and which exhibits multiple detected period lengths. After consulting open source intelligence, we found that the domains these IPs are periodically querying have previously been associated with known malware families (Poison Ivy and Palevo/Rimecud). We note the three source IP addresses generating that coordinated periodic activity (xxx.xxx.xxx.45, xxx.xxx.xxx.193, xxx.xxx.xxx.194). We now want to know if there are other infections related to these source IPs, so we go to the Source IP aggregation summary table and filter to show only detections for these three source IP addresses. Now we see all of the domains that these IPs are periodically querying. They are either the malicious domains we have already seen, or are known non-malicious domains.
DISCUSSION
In the example usage scenario, we found that being able to quickly pivot between types of aggregations (i.e. Domain and Source IP) and sort and filter the tables enabled us to develop new questions about the data and answer them quickly. We also found that showing an overview of all detected periodic activity or a detailed exploration interface to be unnecessary for finding malicious activity; rather, the simple tables performed well for our use case. Being able to see the periodicity visualizations of multiple entities enabled us to identify coordinated activity among IPs and domains.
We found our periodicity visualization to be very effective for identifying periodicity trends within entities. Figure 4 shows entities from our netflow data that exhibit periodic behavior with period length gradually increasing over time-a feature that is potentially difficult to see by looking at a simple output table. This periodicity analytic and accompanying visualization tool were developed in a lab that was set up to perform a mixture of cyber threat hunting and incident response work. Therefore, the tool was designed with those use cases in mind, but it could be modified to fit other use cases. As it is, we believe this would be a useful tool to make available for incident response and cyber threat hunting teams. These teams occasionally need to look for undiscovered malicious activity on a network, and finding suspicious periodic activity can fit well with these use cases.
Our three cyber analysts often commented that this tool appears very useful. One feature request was to see the total traffic for the entire network in conjunction with the periodicity visualizations. This would provide additional context about why there are gaps in the time series or periodicity detections (e.g. knowing whether a gap in periodicity detections was related to missing log data).
Additionally, the paginated display and limited screen space inhibits the ability to see any overview of all selected entities. This is partly due to technical limitations; for large selections, the necessary data to create an overview would require hundreds of thousands of matches from Elasticsearch, which would be time consuming to retrieve and then create the overview visualization. Future work should investigate not only an appropriate overview visualization, but also the appropriate technology to enable dynamically creating an overview of such large data selections. Figure 4 : (a) We see two entities (one source IP and two destination IPs) exhibiting coordinated periodic activity. The period length is increasing over time, an insight that could be difficult to see in time series data or a table. The algorithm detects a weaker periodicity of about 30 seconds during certain intervals throughout the period, in addition to the longer period lengths. (b) By zooming in on one of these entities we get a better sense of the relationship between the two periods detected. On September 15, we see bursts of communication between xxx.xxx.xxx.159 and xxx.xxx.xxx.89 on port 3268 every 24 minutes. Within each burst, there are regular spikes occurring every 30 seconds, but with a smaller regularity (autocorrelation) score.
Future Refinements
Based on our experience using this tool and informal feedback from our three cyber analysts during the development process, we propose several refinements to improve the tool's utility to make it better suited for use by incident response, cyber threat hunting, and continuous monitoring teams.
To better support workflows in continuous monitoring environments, such as security operation centers (SOCs), we suggest modifying the tool to support whitelists and blacklists. Users could import whitelists and blacklists from other sources, and also select entities, IP address, ports, or other attributes within the tool to add them to the whitelist or blacklist. This would drastically reduce the number of detections for known non-malicious activity, thereby making the number of detections more tractable for a Tier 1 analyst to work through and decide whether to ignore a detection or escalate it to a Tier 2 or Tier 3 analyst.
Additionally, while the algorithm described in Section 4 assumes data is ingested in a single batch covering the available time period of logged data, there is a logical extension for streaming data. In this case, the algorithm is repeated at the lower time aggregation levels on minibatches as data streams in, while simultaneously, data aggregated at coarser time bin levels is retained for periodic processing on longer minibatches. Efficient implementation of such a periodic minibatch application is left as a future refinement.
To provide better context for analysts, we suggest adding additional statistics in the visualization for each entity. These statistics would include data such as the number of other IPs on this port, or the number of other IPs with periodic activity to the given destination IP. This information is mostly contained in the aggregation summary tables, but incorporating it in the periodicity visualization would help analysts more quickly pivot to answer questions related to a given entity. This, combined with the existing visualizations, could provide information and context to analysts faster than querying and sorting database tables, while also using analysts' visual system to help find trends, patterns, and outliers.
The above modifications would help analysts from all tiers, but to help complete the analysis cycle, we would also like to include the ability for users to inspect packets, similarly to Huynh et al. [2] . Alternatively, incorporating functionality to automatically generate a SQL query string that retrieves the original data related to a detection could also help analysts more quickly determine whether a given detection is malicious.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented a novel algorithm based on Discrete Fourier Transforms capable of detecting multiple distinct period lengths in a single timeseries and time varying periodic activity. We also presented a novel user interface for exploring the detections found by the algorithm. This user interface is composed of two main parts: Aggregation summary tables, that provide a method of grouping and sorting detections by cybersecurity-relevant features, and periodicity visualizations that visualize multiple period lengths of an entity's timeseries simultaneously while also enabling users to compare across entities to check for coordinated periodic activity. We discussed alternative designs and lessons learned from our iterative design and development process.
We presented an example usage scenario, demonstrating the effectiveness of the periodicity detection algorithm and the utility of combining the aggregation summary tables with the periodicity visualization. We have also shown how the periodicity visualization helps users identify patterns in periodic activity that would be more difficult to identify in a typical table view used by analysts.
